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1 - Meghan, Me and Jack

Note from author-
These are real people. You can laugh, because it is dumb.

Meghan- Guess what. I've got Robert's emo name.
Jack- What is it?
Meghan- Brooks. That's what my sister said, anyway.
Jack- That's so stupid. Robert's not emo!
Me- Are you an idiot. Of course he is.Like, the skinny jeans. He looks so dumb.
Jack- He is dumb.
Me- Duh. And an emo!
Jack- Emo's cut them selves. Robert doesn't.
Me- Fine, but he has to be punk or goth. They're all weirdo's anyway.
Meghan- I think Robert's a gay emo or gay goth or gay punk.
Me- Yeah, I think he checks out guys.

Note from author- This is weird. I know. But I like these conversations.



2 - Candy

Madeline- I like candy!
Me- And that is new how?
Madeline- So what type of candy do you like!
Me-I dunno, starburst?
Madeline- Cool. I like all types of candy. I even have a shirt that says that!
Me- And you're wearing it...
Madeline- I want another shirt... I want a piece of candy, where's some candy, i love candy!!!
Me thinking- gosh. first you steal my gig of the repetitive hi. now you start doin my gig. you gonna go
down,sister.
Me- I like to ski. i wanna fly. i believe i can fly. i wonder who sings that. i wonder if i should try to sing.
ring. ding ding. hey, that sounds like the triangle. hey, i play drums. i like the snare drum. hey, i wonder if
i'm gonna play tennis tonight. no, maybe racquet ball. i like to do that!
Madeline stares at me dumbfounded.
me thinking- ha, you can't copy me now.
Madeline- I LIKE CANDY!!!



3 - Quotes from Jack Sparrow

Where's the thump-thump?

One word love, curiosity.

To act on ones selfish impulse!

I am chief! I want big fire! Big Fire!!!

Pirate....

Hello beastie!

There will be no knowing here.... I thought I knew you!

All to the contrare, love....

I actually do that a lot... yet everyone is always suprised.

Well... pretty much.

No... you want you to find this. Because the finding of this means finding and or locating dear Elizabeth.
[I think that's what he said. Not sure, though.]

Sorry mate, we're gonna have to make a little side trip.

Gentlemen, what do keys do?



4 - A Little Something For Ricky Bobby

Hello, I love Talledega Nights, the Ballad of Ricky Bobby, so I have some quotes ( some also from
Blades of Glory too)
I'm gonna get you drunk, get you drunk off my lady hump
I'm on FIREEEEEE!!!!!
Help me Jewish God!
Help me Oprah
Help me Tom Cruise
Hello, baby Jesus, thank you for giving my wife a nice rack (I think?)
Amen
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